Activity Report of Arogyamatha Rural
Rehabilitation Centre, Kollapur for the Year
2016
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It brings us great pleasure to present to you, a successful year at Kollapur, as we
grow, we continue to inspired everyday by the mission and vision of our project.
In 2016, Kollapur project focus on spreading awareness around leprosy, and the
complex challenges around the disease. In that context, we are conducting
awareness programme once in a month at different villages of Kollapur and
Wanaparthy area, and also conducting skin clinic every week in our hospital. This
interaction was an inspiration for all, and ensure systematic removal of barriers in
their environment.
Through our community Based Rehabilitation model, we have been able to reach
out to over 4349 people directly coming from backgrounds of diseases, poverty
and susceptibility from across rural and remote part of Telengana. Our CBR work
has been instrumental in remedy for persons living with disability. Arogyamatha
has also played on key role in ensuring that persons with disability know their
rights and entitlements and through our skill. We are very grateful to AIFO who
believe in us and support us every step of our way.

Our Impact
Arogyamatha is mainly looking for the rehabilitation of CBR and Leprosy. So far
we could treat1063 leprosy affected persons. Our early intervention and adequate
treatment helped them to prevent the deformity. Among them 05 persons are
undergone corrective surgery and they improved their mobility. 180 self cares we
gave through our hospital. At present two ulcer cases are admitted in our
hospital.11, 561 general cases received our care through the hospital. Our holistic
approach and different awareness programmes are really helped to remove the
social stigma. We are assisting the leprosy person’s children for their education.
Last year 23 children receive our help.
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We extended our helping hands in to the new area now we are covering 5,
02,145population, among them we detected 4349 differently able persons. Last
year we could find out 369 disabled persons from the new area. Among these
2242 of them are the members of SHG. 218 Disabled SHG groups have in this
project area. So Far we could help 570 children for their education between them
150 became self sufficient and 420 children are still studying.
We could help the disabled persons for corrective surgery and also could assist
them to get different aids and appliances like Crutches, caliper, special chair, wheel
chair, tricycle, hearing aids, blind stick etc. Most of the disabled persons are
getting pension, Travel concessions, and medical certificates. Last year we helped
122 disabled persons to get Travel concessions, 394 for medical certificate, 782 for
pension and 262 members for scholarships.
ADL practice, speech therapy, physiotherapy etc are helped them to improve their
mobility. We are also conducting different awareness programmers in different
villages to prevent disability and other communicable diseases especially Leprosy,
TB, and HIV. Also we are conducting medical camps, nutrition camps etc.
Through the CBR project multiple activities we are involving like survey; follow
up, medical and socio economic rehabilitation, educational assistance, health
awareness, physiotherapy, speech therapy etc. Through the CBR programme
4205 differently able persons are benefited approximately.

Vision
Our vision is to enable opportunities for persons affected by leprosy, persons with
disability, widows and orphans, women children and persons coming from
vulnerable and marginalized communities to lead better quality of life.

Leprosy Activity Report – 2016
Leprosy continues to be the care work of our work. Arogyamatha has been taking
up the rights of people affected by leprosy particularly, those on issues of stigma,
discrimination and rights. Integrating our medical approach with a community
Based Rehabilitation approach we have been active in integrating persons affected
by leprosy and their families/ communities into the mainstream.
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In 2016, Arogyamatha’s leprosy control activities extended to the new area at
Wanaparthy taluk covering a population of 502,145. In 2016 alone, through our
intervention we could detect 18 new cases.
Our actives in leprosy control were focused on deepening the impact of the general
Health Care system. In that contact we are conducting medical camps at different
parts of the Kollapur and Wanaparthy taluk.
Our rehabilitation programme, focused on persons with leprosy related disability
benefitted over 1063 people. A total of 648 people received self-care support, 9
persons received physiotherapy support, 12 received care for neuritis and
reactions,. 115 persons received special MCR footwear. People received education
counseling and psychological support was extended to over 250 persons coming
from the communities we serve. Arogyamatha’s work has been recognized by the
community.

A Story of Chinjuswamy

This is a life story of a poor, Leprosy affected person 68 years old man named
Chinjuswamy, fourth son among the five children. He has three elder brothers
and one younger sister. While carrying our routine field work, we came to
know much about Chinjuswamy. One day we met him on the way and guided
him in to Arogyamatha Leprosy center and gave few guides and tips to lead a
better life thereby guiding and improving his life. We asked him to admit in
our center. Initially, he was not interested to our suggestion but later upon
few counseling and advice, he came to a conclusion to admit himself at
Arogyamatha Leprosy hospital. Then onwards started his treatment and also
refer the case to Shivanandha Leprosy Hospital for his corrective surgery.
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After surgery the doctor suggested physiotherapy and regular exercise. This
therapy and exercise helped him to improve his mobility.
Because of his health problem he suffered a lot, his wife and his children went
away from him and also he lost his friends too. He thought he lost his life and
he could not find any meaning in his life. Our timely intervention helped him a
lot to recover his disability and other social sigma. Now he is working as a
watch man in Venkateshwara temple at kollapur and leading a good life as any
other people in the society.
Chinju swami’s life improved along with his family members and upon our
recent visit to his house, he is very happy and satisfied with his present life.
Surprisingly, Chinju swamy has become a role model in his village in his old
age and his wife and children also proud of his hard work. They are very
grateful to AIFO for the timely help and support.

CBR Activity Report – 2016
CBR programmes include education and livelihood initiatives for persons suffering
from leprosy and related disability and support to disabled people and self help
groups comprising persons from marginalized backgrounds.
Over the past year we have continued to strengthen our CBR workers capacities
over 418 persons who are visually impaired were supported through provision of
treatment, counseling and access to opportunity. 852 persons with hearing and
speech impairments received support and 74 persons with mental illness received
access to medical care.
Through our health camps and awareness programmes 369 new cases of disabled
persons were identified. An encouraging 168 self help groups comprising disabled
persons received financial and technical support. These groups comprised a total of
4349 disabled persons.
Our advocacy efforts focus on ensuring that persons with leprosy, related disability
and persons living with disability have full knowledge about their rights and
entitlements. To that extent we have strengthened our networks of 8 DPO’s in
Kollapur and Wanaparthy taluk comprising 502145 persons.
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We use numerous methods to engage with our CBR workers in the most impactful
way. Through street play, Kalajatha and other kinds awareness programme we
have been able to spread the message on leprosy and disability in kollapur and
Wanaparthy area. By engaging volunteers from across Kollapur and Wanaparthy
area in our project, we have been able to tap into the stigma and barriers.

Difficulties encountered during the year
Persistent stigma, prejudice and misunderstanding of leprosy continue to be
stubborn barriers for leprosy patients and their family members to overcome.
Evidence suggests that a staggering number of individuals are at risk of being left
behind, burdened by low self-esteem, subject to low expectations and diminished
in their ability to pursue their dreams.
Leprosy, related disability disproportionately affects women, children and older
people. Persons suffering from leprosy, related disability and persons with
disability face widespread barriers to accessing services, and experience
significantly poorer health outcomes.

Achievements and events
Rehabilitation Activities
The project has been able to provide medical rehabilitation for the comprising
persons with leprosy, related disability and persons living with disability.
Category
Physical handicap

Hearing Impairment
Speech Problem
Visual impairment
Others
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Aids and
appliances
Crutches
Caliper
Special Chair
Tricycle
Wheel chair
Hearing aids
Speech Therapy
Blind Stick
Travel
concessions
Medical

No. of
beneficiaries
11
18
04
09
05
17
38
01
122
394
782
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certificate
Pension

262
28

Total
1691
Awareness programmes
Through the Kalajatha, street play and other awareness programme we have been
able to spread the message on leprosy and disability in Kollapur and Wanaparthy
area.

Health Camps
Arogyamatha took initiative to accomplish health camps at different areas of
Wanaparthy and Kollapur area.2200 people are benefited approximately through
the programme.

Footwear Camp
Arogyamatha took initiative to provide footwear to the leprosy affected persons.
115 leprosy affected persons received MCR footwear during the year 2016.
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World Leprosy Day
Arogyamatha acquire an initiative a celebration for persons affected by leprosy or
disability and their families on February 3rd at the Arogyamatha Rural
Rehabilitation Center. The event brought together over 61 families comprising
persons who have recovered from leprosy and their families. Inaugurated by DLo.
Participants shares heartening stories of their journey to recovery.
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World Disabled day
Arogyamatha took initiative to celebrate the world disabled day on December 3 rd at
Wanaparthy Polytechnic college campus. The event brought together over 10,000
people comprising persons with leprosy, related disability and persons living with
disability. Inaugurated by collector, and the participants got the chance to share
their problems to the public it create an awareness about the disability.

Training for painting
Arogyamatha took initiative to give training in painting for the differently able
children at CHAI training center. 50 disabled children benefited through the
training.
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Inclusive Cultural and Arts Feast
Arogyamatha got an opportunity to participate Cultural and arts feast at CHAI
training center for the differently able children. 30 of our children participated
different programmes and our children received prize for all the competitions.

A Story of M.Bhagavanth

M.Bhagavanth is a resident of the village of Chinnambai the Wanaparthy district in
Telangana. He was born in a very poor family. Bhagavanth has one younger sister
and one younger brother. He is the elder one in the family. At the age of 15 he lost
his right leg due to accident. One day he and his father was going by train the train
was very rush so he was sitting in the door side after finishing his breakfast while
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washing his hands he fallen down from the train his father jumped from the train
and pull him out like that his father saved his life. They were upset about his
disability he considered himself as a burden on the family.
In this situation in the year of 2008 we met him while our routine field visits. Then
own words we assisted him through AIFO project. Through our holistic approach
he could overcome his crisis and he accepted as he is. We assisted him through
medical care – surgery and medication and also helped him for his studies. Now he
can walk with the help of artificial limb. His younger brother got love marriage and
his parents unable to work because of poor health condition. Instead of becoming
a victim to the circumstances, he tried his best to change the situation. He
completed his BA degree and he became confident enough to work outside. His
family members and neighbors have also noticed a positive attitudinal change in
him. His behavior and hard work enabled him to prove his abilities. Because of the
poor family situation he could not continue his studies now he is working in a
petrol bung.
At present he is the only earning member of his family. His supervisor was very
happy with him. He started getting Rs.6, 500/- as a monthly salary. Our holistic
CBR approach helped Bhagavanth to be confident and empowered. Now
Bhagavanth is the role model for other disabled children and he is leading a very
happy life. Bhagvanth is continuing his trial and hoping for a better future he is
very grateful to AIFO for timely intervention, encouragement and financial
assistance. He firmly believes that it would not have been like this if AIFO were
not extended the assistants for him.

Priority target areas for the year 2017
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Future leprosy control.
Responding to the needs of persons with different kinds of disabilities.
Autonomy and supporting daily living activities.
Capacity building of our staff.
Learn the activities in the community.

Arogyamatha programme has been running since1993 with the support of AIFo.
Our quality rehabilitation services that increase the functionality of Leprosy
affected persons and the differently able persons and ensure systematic removal of
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barriers in their environment. It is a privilege for the Arogyamatha Rural
Rehabilitation center to do the serves for the leprosy affected persons and the
differently able persons.
We are grateful to ALFO for your support,
encouragement and loving concern for the Leprosy affected persons and differently
able persons.
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